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the truth of the teaching of the buddha is
the path to the end of suffering. it is the

path of non-violence. it is the path of
peaceful. it is the path of loving kindness.
you cannot escape from suffering. you can
only escape from causes of suffering. the
teaching of the buddha is the path. maha
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youtube videos to mp3, aac, m4a, mp2,

ogg, aac+ formats. you can download any
youtube video and convert it to mp3, aac,

m4a, mp2, ogg, aac+ formats. you can
download any youtube video for free and
convert it into mp3, aac, m4a, mp2, ogg,

aac+ for free. mahapiritha is an upcoming
sinhala romantic serial. the drama serial is

also known as mahapiritha. the drama
serial is created by rakmeel parakrama and
directed by upeksha niroshan. the drama

serial stars anusha damayanthi and
vishaka udawela in lead roles and

produced by channel i. it will start airing on
11 february 2018 at 9:00 pm. it will be the

eighth season of channel i. the drama
serial is being telecasted in sinhala
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